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Georges Sada was one of Saddam's top generals and foremost military advisors. A truth-teller in a

government that made the truth dangerous. A devout Christian in a Muslim country. And a man who

would stand up for what was right?even at the risk of his own life. In this eye-opening exposÃ©,

General Sada shares his bizarre yet amazing journey as an insider to one of history's most sinister

regimes. He also, for the first time, reveals the disturbing truth about Saddam's plots to destroy

Israel, hide weapons of mass destruction and overtake the Arab world. As an eye witness to history,

Sada paints a painfully truthful picture of Hussein and his country that is at once personal and

alarming, truthful and compelling, candid and sobering. It is a story guaranteed to send shock waves

around the world.
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Former Iraqi General Sada delivers a riveting inside account of Saddam Hussein's tyranny,

including confirmation of the existence and hiding of weapons of mass destruction. Despite being a

Christian and refusing to join the Baath Party, Sada was promoted to Saddam's inner circle for his

honest advice. Sada criticizes most countries and the United Nations (whose workers he accuses of

accepting bribes) for their complicity in propagating Saddam's regime. But he strongly praises

Operation Iraqi Freedom, pointing out that no other country would take the first step. The book has

an unexpectedly religious angle, being slightly Christian-centric and paranoid over Muslim

population growth in the West. Regardless, Sada blames Saddam for destroying Iraq, but remains



hopeful the nation will have a chance to become a modern society, fulfilling its great historical

legacy.Copyright Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

This book has been a timely read even after all these years as it seems like what is happening in

the Middle East today is still a by product of what happened back then. It was helpful to understand

the history and mindset of the different characters/politics involved. I really had no idea of how brutal

Saddam was and his regime. ( When reading Eleni,Â EleniÂ I came to find out the Communists

were worse than the Germans towards the people in Greece which seems to be duplicated here in

Iraq..WOW!) Unbelievable!!!! Beyond comprehension. I respected General Sada's passion to do a

job well done, to exhibit integrity even in such a hostile environment, even at the expense of his life.

He valued TRUTH and the Iraqi people above his personal safety. I have not finished the book yet

but I do find it telling that both Saddam and his sons who were wicked men are now dead and

George Sada remains alive. How biblical.

Georges Sada was one of Saddam's foremost military advisors. A truth-teller in a government that

made the truth dangerous. A devout Christian in a Muslim country. And a man who would stand up

for what was rightÃ¢Â€Â”even at the risk of his own life.Vice Air Marshal Sada shares his amazing

journey as an insider to one of history's most sinister regimes. He also, for the first time, reveals the

disturbing truth about Saddam's plots to destroy Israel, hide weapons of mass destruction and

overtake the Arab world. As an eye witness to history, Sada paints a painfully truthful picture of

Hussein and his country that is at once personal and alarming, truthful and compelling, candid and

sobering. It is a believable story that most will find very interesting.

Haven't quite finished the book but the author is great on detail and reveals events and

characterizations with great skill. Offers us information the general public was never privy

too.Amazing he survived the turmoil in Iraq and subsequent war.

This is a chilling account of what Iraq must have been like living under the cruel dictTorship of

Saddam Hussein. The author, Georges Sada, was a senior Iraqi airforce officer, a Christian and one

of the few people to stand up to Saddam. When the rest of the Iraqi senior officers cravenly

toldSaddam what he wanted to hear, General Sada told the Iraqi leader the truth. He is clearly a

very brave man! This book is about General Sada's military career in the Iraqi airforce and his

dealings with the Iraqi's despot leader.I really enjoyed this book, however, I found cultural



differences got in the way. General Sada writes in an open honest style and does not suffer from

any sense of false modesty. He will tell you up front that he was an excellent pilot ( and I do not

doubt that for one minute), however, personally, I found it a little too much in my face. And dare I

say it, too much American flag waving. General Sada, is a great fan of the former U.S. President

GW Bush.Please, purchase this book, and enjoy it. It is an enjoyable and informative read.

General Sada was a guest speaker on Jan Markell's radio program Olive Tree Ministries. I enjoyed

hearing General Sada's conversation with Jan. It intrigued me that even though the general was a

Christian that Saddam Hussein let Gen. Sada be part of his inner circle. When Sada's book was

available at a reduced price, I jumped on it and added it to my Kindle Ebook Library. I enjoyed

learning the behind the scenes machinations of Saddam Hussein. I knew was evil but learned how

very, very evil he was. As General Sada put Hussein as a THUG and definitely not as adherant to

Islam. Hussein used Islam when it was convenient. I would recommend this book to anyone.

Makes you so mad to find out what the news media doesn't report. Also how liberals slant

everything to their own agenda without reporting the truth. I have met General Sada and he has

briefed then Pres Bush twice. So why didn't Bush defend himself? This book documents many

things including WMD's and what happened to them. They are in Syria. What are we worried about

now in 2015? Poison gas in Syria! Read it and you will be very surprised at the propaganda put out

by our media and liberals

With all the uninformed, politically correct nonsense floating about the Middle East, General

Georges Sada, a a politically incorrect, and therefore highly thought of insider to Saddam paints in

great detail the concept and implementation of Saddam's true Weapons of Mass Destruction

program. This book is NOT for those who choose to live in denial.

EVERY DEMON RAT SHOULD READ THIS ACCURATE ACCOUNT OF SADDAM HUSSEIN
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